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This text is an excerpt
from a manifesto
by William Morris
and other founding
members of SPAB
(The Society for the
Protection of Ancient
Buildings) in 1877.
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No doubt within the last
fifty years a new interest, almost like another
sense, has arisen in these
ancient monuments of
art; and they have become the subject of one
of the most interesting
of studies, and of an enthusiasm, religious, historical, artistic, which is one of the undoubted
gains of our time; yet we think that if the present
treatment of them be continued, our descendants will find them useless for study and chilling to enthusiasm. We think that those last fifty years of knowledge and attention have done
more for their destruction than all the foregoing
centuries of revolution, violence, and contempt.
For Architecture, long decaying, died out, as a
popular art at least, just as the knowledge of medieval art was born. So that the civilised world of the
nineteenth century has no style of its own amidst
its wide knowledge of the styles of other centuries. From this lack and this gain arose in men's
minds the strange idea of the Restoration of ancient buildings; and a strange and most fatal idea,
which by its very name implies that it is possible to
strip from a building this, that, and the other part of
history—of its life that is—and then to stay the hand
at some arbitrary point, and leave it still historical,
living, and even as it once was.
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In early times this kind of forgery was impossible,
because knowledge failed the builders, or perhaps because instinct held them back. If repairs
were needed, if ambition or piety pricked on to
change, that change was of necessity wrought in
the unmistakable fashion of the time; a church of
the eleventh century might be added to or altered
in the twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth,
sixteenth, or even the seventeenth or eighteenth
centuries, but every change, whatever history it
destroyed, left history in the gap, and was alive
with the spirit of the deeds done midst its fashioning. The result of all this was often a building
in which the many changes, though harsh and
visible enough, were, by their very contrast,
interesting and instructive and could by no possibility mislead. But those who make the changes
wrought in our day under the name of Restoration,
while professing to bring back a building to the
best time of its history, have no guide but each
his own individual whim to point out to them what
is admirable and what contemptible; while the
very nature of their task
compels them to destroy
something and to supply
the gap by imagining what
the earlier builders should
or might have done.
Moreover, in the course
of this double process of
destruction and addition the whole surface of the
building is necessarily tampered with; so that the
appearance of antiquity is taken away from such
old parts of the fabric as are left, and
there is no laying to rest
in the spectator the suspicion of what may have
been lost; and in short, a
feeble and lifeless forgery
is the final result of all the
wasted labour. ❧
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Vincent Callebaut

Soltani+LeClercq
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Clayton Kenneth Nickum

Sadegh Behdani

Notre-Dame
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The following text was transcribed from “RH
Greenwich: The Gallery at the Historic Post Office,”
a video produced by Restoration Hardware in 2014.
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JIM:

Whatever we were going to do with that
post office it was going to have to be smashing and
beautiful in order to be accepted by the public.

GARY:

What’s interesting with these old
buildings is from an exterior point of view they look
magnificent. Right...but...from an interior point of
view...the interior in the back of the house of the post
office was basically a big empty shell. It had been
modified. It had been changed that created a lack
of symmetry. So we had to gut the entire building. I
remember when I got to the location and everything
was gone except for the perimeter brick walls on
three-and-a-half sides all being held up by stilts.
Right, so it looked like a Hollywood set.
Original Post Office

GARY FRIEDMAN

CEO & Chairman
Restoration Hardware

What I get inspired by is leading and not following,
charting our own course, creating our own unique
adventure. This is gonna really take the idea of a
gallery to another level. Taking a post office and
turning it into something is completely different
takes a lot of imagination, and I think that’s what
inspires us.

JIM GILLAM

Architect
Backen & Gillam

Every place has its identity that you have to
understand first of all. You have an asset there that
you can build on.

Demolished interior during renovation

JIM:

No lights. No nothing. You could see right
through everything and I think it was a huge
shock. We’ve done this, you know. This is...this is it?
My god! We’ve destroyed the whole thing! And you
had to do it to get what we needed.

GARY:

What Jim is marvelous at doing is he went
back and found the original plans. And understanding
what was the logic of the original architect, we
realized it was all centered on this historical obelisk.

FRANK J. PRIAL JR.

Architect
Beyer, Blinder & Belle

This building was the product of a very interesting
time in history. There was a period of extraordinary
growth, and the United States government tried
to encourage that growth by placing post offices
encouraging communication and the movement of
goods and ideas across the country. So, Greenwich
got their congressman to go to Washington to ask
for a post office that would be appropriate for the
prestige and the prosperity of Greenwich. What they
received was a jewel.
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JIM:

Everything was essentially coming together
to one point the middle of an intersection of Arch
Street and Greenwich Avenue.

GARY:

Everything emanated from that. And so
what Jim did, he was able to create harmony between
the exterior and the interior. He was able to line up
all the exterior windows with the interior sightlines.
The genius part is we were able to basically double
the square footage without any impact to the
exterior historical building. So we took all the part
that was not historical internally and made it look
like it was historical. We added a tremendous grand
staircase that went up to a skylight that went up to a
second-floor conservatory and rooftop. If you didn’t
know, you’d think it was always there.

New “historical” interior

JIM:

It’s certainly not a cash and carry environment. It’s a lifestyle! A place to go and spend time!

Gary: I think what we try to do is we try to

create harmony. We try to create harmony with
the community. We try to create harmony with
the customers. And that harmony really comes
from a respect for the community, a respect for the
customers, a respect for what was, and a level of
inspiration of what can be.

Construction of grand staircase

JIM:

So that when the public comes in they say
this is absolutely beautiful! And completely...you
know completely changed, but it looks like it’s
always somehow been here.

FRANK:

It’s the perfect example of a way
that historic building has been transformed into a
building that will bring the best to Greenwich. And
will be a monument as it has been all along.

Ribbon cutting ceremony

Grand staircase

Gary with his girlfriend, Bella Hunter at Burning Man, 2018
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PRESERVATION
IS OVERTAKING
US
The following text is a
transcript of
part of a talk delivered by Rem
Koolhaas at Columbia University
on September 17th, 2004.

What we started to do is look
at preservation in general and
look at a little bit at the history of
preservation. Now, the first law
of preservation ever defined was
in 1790, just a few years after the
French Revolution. That is already an interesting idea, that at
the moment in France when the
past was basically being prepared
for the rubbish dump, the issue
of preserving monuments was
raised for the first time. Another
equally important moment was in
1877 where, in Victorian
England in the most
intense moment of civilization, there was the
second preservation
condition. If you look at
inventions that were taking place between these
two moments—cement,
the spinning frame, the
stethoscope, anesthesia,
photography, blueprint, etc.—
you slowly realize that…

OLHAAS

RESTORATION

that is never considered. Perhaps
in architecture, a profession that
fundamentally is supposed to
change things it encounters (usually before reflection), there ought
to be an equally important arm of it
which is concerned with not doing
anything. To the extent that this
may sound like I am coveting an
appointment in [Columbia’s] historic preservation department, it
may not be far off.

REM KO

We were lucky in 2002 to receive
a commission from the Beijing
government that enabled us to
try to investigate and define for
China a specific form of preservation. This is one of those unique
moments in which we come closer, and maybe I should say in this
case that I come closer, to one of
my most intimate utopian dreams,
which is to find an architecture
that does nothing. I’ve always been
appalled that abstinence is the one
part of the architectural repertoire
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PRESERVATION
IS NOT THE
ENEMY OF
MODERNITY BUT
ACTUALLY ONE OF
ITS INVENTIONS

That makes perfect sense
because clearly the whole idea of
modernization raises either latently
or overtly the issue of what to keep.
We then looked at the history of
preservation in terms of what was
being preserved, and it started
logically enough with ancient

19

monuments, then religious
buildings, etc. Later, structures
with more and more (and also
less and less) sacred substance
and more and more sociological
substance were preserved,
to the point that we now
preserve concentration camps,
department stores, factories
and amusement rides. In other
words, everything we inhabit
is potentially susceptible to
preservation. That was another
important discovery: the scale of
preservation escalates relentlessly to include entire landscapes,
and there is now even a campaign
to preserve part of the moon as
our most important site.

Image from Chronocaos, OMA, 2010
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Then, we started looking at the
interval or the distance between
the present and what was preserved. In 1818, that was 2,000
years. In 1900, it was only 200
years. And now, near the 1960s,
it became twenty years. We are
living in an incredibly exciting and
slightly absurd moment, namely
that preservation is overtaking
us. Maybe we can be the first to
actually experience the moment
that preservation is no longer a
retroactive activity but becomes
a prospective activity. This makes
perfect sense because it is clear
that we built so much mediocrity
that it is literally threatening our
lives. Therefore, we will have to
decide in advance what we are
going to build for posterity sooner or later. Actually, this seems an
absurd hypothesis, but it has happened, for instance, in the cases of
some houses that were preserved
at the moment they were finished,
putting the inhabitants in a very
complex conundrum.
We then started to look how to
apply this to the issue of preservation. Of course, preservation
is also dominated by the lobby
of authenticity, ancientness, and
beauty, but that is, of course, a very
limited conception of preservation.
We started to conceive and imagine that you could perhaps impose
upon the entire center of Beijing a
RESTORATION

kind of bar code and declare that
the bands in the bar code could
either be preserved forever or
systematically scraped.

IN SUCH A CASE,
YOU WOULD HAVE
THE CERTAINTY
THAT YOU
PRESERVED
EVERYTHING
IN A VERY
DISPASSIONATE,
DEMOCRATIC WAY
—highways, Chinese monuments,
bad things, good things, ugly things,
mediocre things—and therefore
really maintained an authentic
condition. Also, you could begin to
plan the city in terms of a kind of
phasing. In all the cities that now
are almost suffocatingly stable in
the center and alarmingly unstable
in the periphery, you could introduce a new condition of phasing
where sooner or later any part of
the city would be eliminated to be
replaced by other stuff. You could
project and plan over almost millennia to generate a situation in which
each part of the city would always
confront its opposite in a kind of
complementary condition. ♻
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Photo by Mike Albans

On July 13, 2000,
floors collapsed at
an architectural salvage
and Houston Street.
the building destroyed,
inside including a walnut
Randolph
Hearst’s
Tiffany windows valued
RESTORATION
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two
Irreplaceable Artifacts,
shop at Second Avenue
City officials ordered
along with everything
ceiling from William
collection and several
at
$50,000
each.
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The Whitney Museum
Renzo Piano, 2015

Cost of Living,
Josh Kline, 2014
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Madonna and Child,
Workshop of Giovanni
Bellini, ca. 1475–85
before restoration

After restoration

Carol Mancusi-Ungaro
Photo by Eric Helgas
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Artforum, April 2009

“Should we celebrate
the patina of time or
what’s beneath it?”

Jars of dry pigments
Photo by Eric Helgas
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Detail of Crucifix,
Cimabue, 1287–1288
restored using a
technique similar
to tratteggio
called chromatic
abstraction

Menil Chapel,
Houston, Texas
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Installation of Rothko’s
Murals, Holyoke Center,
January 1963.

“In the absence of
explicit and complete
instructions,
conservation is
fundamentally an
interpretive act.”
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Star Trek “replicator”
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Oldenburg/Think Big/
Wim, Boot Boyz Biz and
Bootlegwiki, 2018

Ice Bag Scale C,
Claes Oldenburg, 1972
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“Conservation is
deeply curatorial, as
conservators choose
which aspects of a
work are presented
and how.”

Detail of Freedom,
Josh Kline, 2015
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“Everywhere I look,
I see development
that’s hard to
differentiate from
destruction.”

Isis militants attack
ancient artifacts with
sledgehammers in the
Ninevah Museum in
Mosul, 2015

“We refuse to
undertake such
restoration because
it would devastate
the image of
antiquity we’ve
inherited from the
Renaissance.”
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The Whitney’s conservation room, Photo by Richard Barnes
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